Working together to promote and advance the global comparability of measurements
Introduction

• International Intergovernmental Organisation
• 127 Members
• Four pillars:
  1. Technical document standard development and publication
  2. Harmonised international certification
  3. Capacity building and outreach
  4. International engagement
Laying the foundations

• The OIML is orientating itself to develop and implement more adaptive, flexible, contemporary, and fit-for-purpose standards.

• This will enable the OIML to respond to evolving consumer and industry demands.

• This requires the high frequency review, revision and renewal of OIML publications.
Laying the foundations

• In doing so, the OIML will continue to position itself as a leading international standard-setting organisation.

• To facilitate the above we have been working actively with our Project Groups, Technical Committees and stakeholders.
Foundation:

Governance and recent appointments

The following posts were approved by the CIML at its 57th meeting:

• Dr Roman Schwartz confirmed that he will step down as CIML President at the 58th CIML Meeting.
• The CIML elected Dr Bobjoseph Mathew, CIML Second Vice-President as CIML President for a six-year term starting at the 58th CIML Meeting.
• Mr Jaco Marneweck was appointed CEEMS AG Chairperson and Mr Han Jianping was appointed CEEMS AG Vice-Chairperson by the CIML.
• Dr Sascha Eichstädt was appointed Chairperson of the OIML Digitalisation Task Group (DTG) and Dr Ping Yang was appointed Deputy Chairperson.
Foundation: Joint Statement of Intent
on the digital transformation in the international scientific and quality infrastructure

• The “Joint Statement” was signed by the OIML and partner organisations in March 2022.
• It lays the foundations of the work of the OIML DTG and how the international Quality Infrastructure organises itself and its priorities for the future.
• By signing the Joint Statement, the OIML signals its support of the principles contained in it.
• The Joint Statement provides a framework for the OIML DTG to operate.
• To encourage digital openness, equality, communication and cataloguing, the OIML is embracing the Findable, Accessible, Interoperable and Reusable (FAIR) principles.
Foundation:
Formation of the OIML Digitalisation Task Group

• The OIML is actively engaging with, and advancing the digital transformation of legal metrology.

• The DTG consists of 15 representatives from OIML Members and international and regional organisations.

• The DTG will support, coordinate and promote the international harmonisation and implementation of digital transformation in legal metrology.
Cooperation with the BIPM

The OIML cooperates with the BIPM on many subjects, including:

• Collaboration with organisations in liaison;
• Shared messaging, representation, and resourcing;
• World Metrology Day and the UNESCO bid for a World Day of Metrology;
• Digitalisation and the digital transformation of our Organisations;
• The Joint Statement;
• Organisational, corporate and governance matters.
Cooperation with the BIPM

• There is regular dialogue between the executives of the two organisations.
• Joint Task Group meetings have been convened and strategies established.
• There has been continued engagement with the International Network on Quality Infrastructure (INetQI), with OIML providing the IT infrastructure for INetQI.
Strategy: Profile raising - UNESCO

• Joint OIML-BIPM proposal to the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) for a World Day of Metrology.

• Direct coordinated liaison with UNESCO and its Member States through representations made to embassies and permanent missions to advance the joint proposal.
Strategy: Profile raising - OECD

- The OIML and the BIPM have both actively contributed to the OECD Partnership of international organisations for effective international rule-making.
- Examples of good practice have been contributed by the OIML to assist other IOs.
- Learnings derived from the IO Partnership have been applied.
- Case-studies on the OIML and BIPM have been published.
e-Learning strategy

• Continues to be refined and advanced and will interact with the work of the OIML DTG, the BIPM and other bodies.

• Sharing of e-Learning material and other learning resources has increased with and between RLMOs/RMOs.

• Work has begun on a joint OIML-BIPM e-Learning module on D 1.

https://lms.oiml.org/
Relevance and impact assessment

• International standards are most effective when they are widely accepted and trusted by those who are affected by them.

• Ongoing but renewed emphasis to assess the true impact of the work that the OIML undertakes as an international standard-setting organisation.

• Need to consider and assess the impacts, both pre- and post-production, of the standard and the flow through to economic impacts and quality of life metrics.

• Better alignment with and mapping to the United Nations SDG.
Relevance and impact assessment

• OIML and BIPM mapping of metrology functions with UNIDO to build on the work undertaken as part of the previous tripartite publication through the QI4SD Index by UNIDO.

• This is a unique initiative, measuring both the impact of Quality Infrastructure and Sustainable Development and is one of the first times that this has been mapped from a quantitative perspective.

• The OIML’s focus and prioritisation of activities is on where we can truly add value to society to support the implementation of the SDGs.

• This includes the areas of health, environmental sustainability, inclusivity through digital transformation, safety, and trade.

• We do this by ensuring that our standards are trusted and are inclusive in their development and their application.
Raising the profile of standards, increasing their accessibility and reducing their complexity

• Promote the adoption and implementation of international standards within the IO and international QI sphere - engage Members to do the same.

• For example: raising the profile, increasing the accessibility and reducing the complexity of international frameworks and initiatives such as the OIML-CS.

• Consulting with industry and consumers: feedback as to which standards are essential, their accessibility, and which standards need to be revised or consolidated.

• Integration and alignment between metrology and industry policy at all levels.

• Metrology’s ability to contribute to and shape policy, legislation and international rules and to be an active, assertive and trusted participant in this dialogue.
Promise

- Raise awareness of OIML's contribution to legal metrology infrastructure to attract new members.
- Continue to deepen cooperation with other international organisations, including BIPM, ISO, IEC and ILAC.
- Promote mutual confidence through OIML-CS.
- Advocate the exchange of technical expertise with emerging economies.
- Advance initiatives on digitalisation of legal metrology.
- Foster the consideration of SDGs in our work.
- In its pivotal role contributing to progress on issues of global trade, consumer protection and sustainable development.